Championing Alaska's Youth

The PMI Alaska Chapter is making a difference by empowering Camp Fire Alaska, a nonprofit organization that works tirelessly on behalf of the state’s younger population, through PMIEF resources and volunteerism.
Donor Spotlight: Betsy Fleek

“The workforce of the future is dependent on the youth of today, so we must invest in them. I feel very strongly that project management offers tangible, usable skills ... We must provide access and exposure, and with our gifts, PMIEF can do exactly that.”

Updates

What's New From PMIEF

1. Download your own copy of our PM Skills for Life® resource today!
2. Learn how PMIEF is working to impact more youth globally.

Scholarships

Advance to New Levels in Your Career with a Professional Development Scholarship

Check out PMIEF’s professional development scholarships to learn how you can take the next step and grow in your career. Hurry – the 1 July deadline is fast approaching!
PMI's Global Celebration of Service Goal Doubled in Dublin!

Have you heard?! Thanks to so many of you, PMI reached its goal of 50,000 hours pledged in 2019. And now, they are working on doubling it to 100,000 hours! Are you involved in a social good project? Don't forget, you can pledge your commitment at PMI.org/Anniversary.

Donate Now

Stay Connected with PMIEF

E-mail us at pmief@pmi.org or visit pmief.org
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